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Welcome to the 44th Annual GUAA Conference in Charleston!   

Welcome to the 44th Annual Group Underwriters Association of America’s
(GUAA) Conference at the Mills House Wyndham Grand, Charleston, SC.
First, I want to thank the GUAA Board of Directors and the GUAA commit
tee members who volunteered to organize this great conference. These in
dividuals worked throughout the year to select the conference location,
plan conference events, select keynote speakers and create the committee
sessions. As in the past, we have a full agenda where you will have plenty
of opportunities to gain new knowledge, share your expertise and catch up
with colleagues. Please take time to introduce yourself and thank the board

and committee members for their hard work. Our business environment is constantly changing, pre
senting new challenges and GUAA strives to help you successfully “Fight the Battle and Win the
War”.

I am very excited to announce that we had our 2nd GUAA sponsored webinar this year.  Rich
Clement from the Smith Group facilitated a onehour session titled “Manual Rate 201.”  The webinar
was a huge success with 172 registered attendees and we thank the disability committee and Rich
Clement for hosting the webinar. It is the GUAA board’s goal to continue providing learning opportuni
ties like this throughout the year for our members by providing periodic webinars.  Further information
regarding our next webinar will be communicated this summer.

Please mark your calendars for May 1722, 2020 when we will hold the 2020 Group Underwriters 
Association of America’s (GUAA) Annual Conference in Las Vegas, NV at the Park MGM.

Our keynote speaker for this year’s conference is Deborah Gardner who will discuss how we can
achieve new levels of success with winning results. Deborah will share how she navigated many of
life’s challenges to become a successful sports broadcaster, thriving ecommerce entrepreneur and
National US Master Swimming champion (this year) while competing alongside world class
Olympians. 

I would like to thank all of our sponsors and exhibitors for their generous contributions to the 2019
GUAA Conference.   Our Monday night conference event, breaks, breakfasts, lunches, dinners and
receptions are all made possible by our sponsors and exhibitors.  Remember to preregister for our
Monday night event at the retired US Naval air craft carrier Yorktown at Patriots Point Park. The ship
and tour are fantastic.

It is my pleasure to serve as your President. Thank you to all the committee chairs, committee mem
bers and board members who have dedicated their time to GUAA. Please get involved as we have a
great organization and need your help.

I look forward to talking with you. Enjoy the conference!!

Steve Ginsburg
President, GUAA
Mercer
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MONDAY, MAY 20th
Deborah Gardner, CMPE

A swimming champion turned author & competitive performance expert, Gardner
combines her knowledge of swimming competitively since the age of 7 with twenty
eight years of business experience in order to deliver a relevant message that fo
cuses on succeeding while working and living in the fast lane. 

Her lifetime of experiences includes; a Marine brat with lots of target practice, to life growing up in a doublewide,
learning to fend for herself. From a real life wedding crasher, an Olympic Trial swimmer, to a groundbreaking
leader as one of the first female broadcasters with CBS Sports when the chips are stacked against her. 

Today, Gardner is better known by Fortune 500 companies as the Pit Bull in a Skirt and rising to international
prominence by offering a captivating, entertaining, interactive and fun presentation style. Gardner’s amazing jour
ney where grit is as important as skill and determination is the most essential piece of equipment proves results
by hundreds of audiences worldwide and voted as one of the best speakers heard in the last two years, putting
her in the category with Bill Clinton, General Collin Powell, Barbara Corcoran, Tony Robbins, Les Brown, Magic
Johnson and Tom Brokaw. 

Deborah believes in mastering her craft
on the platform by doing television com
mercial work as an actor, conducting
voiceovers and runway modeling. Deb
orah lives in Phoenix, Arizona with her
husband and her lover boy, Chief, the
dog. 

WEDNESDAY, MAY 22nd
James Slotnick, JD

James Slotnick is Assistant Vice President, Government Relations, for Sun Life Finan
cial U.S. James represents Sun Life’s interests to elected officials and regulators, fo
cusing on issues that impact the Group Life, Disability, Dental, Vision, Voluntary, and
StopLoss industries.  Over the last 15 years James has held various roles within Sun
Life’s Client and Technology Services, Distribution, and Legal departments. Prior to his
current role, James served as a member of the Integration Management Team for the
acquisition of Assurant Employee Benefits, in 2016.  James regularly speaks to audi
ences across the country about the changing dynamics in Washington and impacts to
the employee benefits industry.  

James holds a BA from Saint Anselm College, an MBA from Suffolk University's Sawyer School of Management,
and a JD from Suffolk University Law School. In 2017 he was named one of LIMRA’s “Rising Stars of Distribution
Under 40”. 
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Join Us Monday, May 20th for the GUAA Event at Patriots
Point Naval & Maritime Museum on the Yorktown 

Sponsored by:

This years event will be on the retired US Naval air craft carrier the Yorktown at Patriots Point Park
on May 20th from 6:30  9:30 with dinner being provided. Bus transportation will be provided
to/from Patriots Point Park and the Mills House Wyndham Grand. Tickets are required and are
being provided to all that have registered. If you did not preregister, please do so at the GUAA
registration desk. If you would like to bring a guest, you will need to purchase a ticket(s) at the
GUAA registration desk. The dress attire for the Monday night event is business casual. If there is
a chance of rain please bring your GUAA umbrella. 

All attending the event will need to meet at 5:50 pm in the hotel lobby to start loading buses at the
front entrance at 6:00 pm. If you do not want to stay until the event ends at 9:30 pm, bus trans
portation will be provided to the Mills House Wyndham Grand departing at 7:30 and 8:30 pm. 

Sunday, May 19th

Join us on the Mills House Pool Terrace
for cocktails and hors d’oeuvres. 

New Member Reception 
4:30  5:00 pm

Welcome Reception 
5:00  6:30 pm

Sponsored by:Sponsored by:
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www.scor.com

SCOR is forming partnerships around the 
world to advance next generation underwriting 
and health & wellness programs. Our pilot 
programs and R&D efforts are connecting our 
reinsurance clients to new players from outside 
the industry. It’s important for us to be at the 
forefront of change… to tap into innovation 
taking place outside the industry and make its 
value available to our clients.
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GUAA Annual Conference AgendaGUAA Annual Conference Agenda
May 19-22, 2019May 19-22, 2019

Sunday, May 19, 2019

TIME LOCATION SESSION
2:00 – 6:30 pm Queen Street Gallery Registration

4:30 – 5:00 pm Pool Terrace New Member Reception

5:00 – 6:30 pm Pool Terrace Welcome Reception

Monday, May 20, 2019

7:00 – 8:00 am Hibernian Hall (downstairs) Breakfast

8:00 – 8:30 am Hibernian Hall (upstairs) Welcome and Opening Remarks - 
Steve Ginsburg

8:30 – 10:00 am           Hibernian Hall (upstairs) Keynote Speaker - Successful Lessons 
from a Swimming Champion While 
Working and Living in the Fastlane - 
Deborah Gardner

10:00 – 10:15 am Queen Street Gallery Break

TIME LOCATION COMMITTEE SESSION
WORKSHOP 1
10:15 – 11:15 am Rutledge Specialty and Health Alexa the Broker: How Artificial 

Intelligence Will Change the Benefits 
Business - Adam Hodge

Heyward/Lynch Life Life Waiver of Premium  SOA Study 
Updates  Jennifer M. Fleck, FSA, 
MAAA and Steve Rulis, FSA, MAAA

Planters Suite Dental Emergence of Teledentistry and how 
it is changing the dental marketplace 
Mike Davis and Jeff Schwab

11:15 – 12:30 pm Hibernian Hall (upstairs) Lunch 
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TIME LOCATION COMMITTEE SESSION

WORKSHOP 2
12:30 – 1:30 pm Rutledge Specialty and Health Pandemic Risk & Global Disease -

Kamran Kahn, M.D.

Planters Suite Dental National Association of Dental 
Plans (NADP) Review of ACA post 
midterm elections – What is new 
for 2019 and beyond?  
Jerry Berggren

Heyward/Lynch Life Genomics and Precision Medicine  
Dave Rengachary, MD

1:30 – 1:45 pm Queen Street Gallery Break

WORKSHOP 3
1:45 – 2:45 pm Planters Suite Specialty and Health Much Ado About Small Groups: A 

Discussion of Change in the Wake of
the ACA - Michael S. McGrath, Steve 
Schroeder and Christopher Chirico

Heyward/Lynch Dental/Disability Chief Actuaries' View of the Group 
Business - Stu Shaw and 
Allan Corkum

Rutledge Life OpioidsMan Made Epidemic -
Robert (Bob) Coates, M.D.

2:45 – 3:00 pm Queen Street Gallery Break

WORKSHOP 4
3:00 – 4:00 pm Planters Suite Dental/Specialty Understanding Employers Benefit 

Strategies in the Current Economy – 
We live in an ondemand world! - 
Michael McGrath and Panel with 
Dental / Specialty Committee 
Members 

Rutledge Disability Leave Management  Ross Masters

Heyward/Lynch Life Benchmarking and data analytics in
the group insurance industry - 
Jason Cianchette

AGENDA
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4:00 – 4:30 pm Planters Suite

6:30 – 9:30 pm Patriots Point Park GUAA Evening Event – Dinner, Cocktails, Guided Tours 

(Buses will arrive at 6:00 p.m. and will depart by 6:15 p.m.) 

Tuesday, May 21, 2019

TIME LOCATION COMMITTEE SESSION

7:00 – 8:00 am

Indigo 
Rice Planters 

7:30 – 8:30 am Hibernian Hall (upstairs) Breakfast

10:45 – 11:00 am Queen Street Gallery Break

WORKSHOP 5
8:30 – 9:30 am Heyward/Lynch Life Our Increasing Reliance on 

Enrollment: Is There a Silver Bullet? 

Jeff Oldham and Liesl Turner

Rutledge Disability Tools for the Modern Underwriter -
Brian Beckman and Noel Kirsch

Planters Suite Specialty & Health
Costs? - Michael S. McGrath

9:30 – 9:45 am Queen Street Gallery Break

WORKSHOP 6
9:45 – 10:45 am Planters Suite Dental Commercial Group Dental Trends 

and Industry Overview -
Mary Flynn and Allan Corkum

Heyward/Lynch Disability - 
Curt Zepeda and Won Chung, MD

Rutledge Specialty & Health Large Claim Medical Trends - 

AGENDA

Margaret Peterson
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TIME LOCATION COMMITTEE SESSION

WORKSHOP 7
11:00 – 12:00 pm Rutledge Life Quantify this! - 

Julianne Callaway, FSA, ACAS, MAAA 
and Cynthia Clement

Planters Suite Dental/Specialty The value (pros and cons) of 
bundling lines of coverage - 
Mary Flynn, Sandra Harris, 
Allan Corkum, FSA, Liz Mariner-Ford 
and Pete Kaczmar

Heyward/Lynch Disability Experience Rating - 
Allyson Welsh, Rich Clement and 
Brian Beckman

12:00 – 1:15 pm Hibernian Hall (upstairs) Lunch

WORKSHOP 8
1:15 – 2:15 pm Rutledge Disability Trending  Paid Family Leave and 

More! - Judy Buczek

Heyward/Lynch Life Let's Talk Shop - Jeff Chamberland 
and Derrick Gayle

Planters Suite Dental The Continued rise of Dental Service
Organization (DSO): The Impact to 
Dental Insurers - Steve Buege and
Marc Milanowski

2:15 – 2:30 pm Queen Street Gallery Break

WORKSHOP 9
2:30 – 3:30 pm Planters Suite Specialty & Health ValueAdded Services for the Here 

and Now - Casey Pursley and
Dennis Cash

Heyward/Lynch/Rutledge Disability & Life Is Two Really Better than One? 
Benefits and Pitfalls of Package 
Pricing - Mark Higgins and
Kathleen Adams

3:30 – 5:00 pm Pool Terrace Reception

AGENDA
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Wednesday, May 22, 2019

TIME LOCATION COMMITTEE SESSION
7:00 – 8:00 am Planters Suite Breakfast 

WORKSHOP 10
8:00 – 9:00 am Heyward/Lynch/Rutledge Disability Let's Talk Shop - Gwen Stoveken and

Mike Murphy

9:00 – 9:15 am Queen Street Gallery Break

9:15 – 10:30 am Heyward/Lynch/Rutledge General Session Closing Speaker - 
Buckle Your Seatbelts: The ACA, 
Medicare For All, & Other Benefits 
Issues To Watch - 
James Slotnick, JD, AVP

10:30 am Adjournment

AGENDA
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Anti-trust Statement

The Group Underwriters Association of America (GUAA) is committed to adhering strictly to the letter and spirit of the an-
titrust and competition laws of the USA.  Forums conducted by GUAA are intended solely to provide an opportunity for the
expression of various points of view on topics described in the agenda.  Under no circumstances shall any GUAA sponsored
forum be used as a means for competing  companies to reach any understanding, either express or implied, which tends
to restrict competition or in any way to impair the ability of the attending companies to exercise independent business
judgement regarding matters affecting competition.  Attendees to any GUAA sponsored forum shall refrain from discussions
with competitors on topics such as pricing, terms and conditions of dealing, cost information, marketing strategy or any
other sensitive competitive information.

Monday, May 20th
General Session 

Successful Lessons from a Swimming Champion While Working and Living in the Fastlane 
Deborah Gardner 

To perform your best, you can’t always control everything, only the way you react to it. Deborah Gardner explains an authentic
parallel between the tough sport of competitive swimming and the fast-paced business world. Her tales of surviving the ups
and downs will educate, entertain and inspire you.  Watch and learn how Deborah’s framework purely proves more than just
having the edge or advantage to win but helps you scale whatever challenges faced so you confidently take the plunge. Up for
the challenge? 

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS
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Workshop 1

Specialty and Health – Alexa the Broker: How Artificial Intelligence Will Change the Benefits Business
Adam Hodge, Freshbenies

Machine learning and big data are drastically advancing what we know about maximizing results in medicine. And it’s already
advancing sales insights and service techniques. This will dramatically change the way we work in the next few years. Are you
terrified of more changes, or are you prepared for the coming opportunities? 

Life – Life Waiver of Premium  SOA Study Updates  
Jennifer M. Fleck, FSA, MAAA, Consulting Actuary, Milliman & Steve Rulis, FSA, MAAA, 2nd VP & Group Actuary, Munich RE
Heyward/Lynch

The Society of Actuaries has completed an industry study of the termination experience of waiver of premium riders on group
life policies. This session will give the audience a sense of how recoveries and deaths have changed since the last study and
what it means for their underwriting.

Dental – Emergence of Teledentistry and how it is changing the dental marketplace
Mike Davis, President and COO for Dominion National & Jeff Schwab, VP Marketing Dominion National Planters Suite

Discussion on the emergence of teledentistry and its wide-ranging impact on access, plan utilization, retention and cost savings
to dental care in the commercial marketplace. Dominion National will present an update on their teledentistry pilot and new
technology trends in teledentistry aimed at improving teledentistry adoption for both patients and dentists.

Workshop 2

Specialty and Health – Pandemic Risk & Global Disease 
Kamran Kahn, M.D., University of Toronto 

Infectious diseases are a growing global threat in our interconnected world. More frequent and severe in the last 20 years than
at any other time in history, infectious diseases are thriving within a new reality of global travel and climate change. This ses-
sion will explore use of data driven technologies to help governments, businesses, and healthcare providers mitigate risks from
dangerous global infectious diseases. 

Dental – National Association of Dental Plans (NADP) Review of ACA post midterm elections – 
What is new for 2019 and beyond?
Jerry Berggren, Director of Research, National Association of Dental Plans (NADP) 

As Director of Research for NADP, Jerry Berggren is recognized as a national expert on dental business industry and ACA. 
He has been engaged in all aspect of dental benefits and since the passage of the ACA and now its change under the new 
Republican White House. Jerry will be sharing updates on how the dental business marketplace is being reshaped by ACA 
post mid-term elections and recent regulatory changes at the local and State level impacting the dental marketplace.

Life – Genomics and Precision Medicine 
Dave Rengachary, MD, FALU, Senior Vice President & Chief Medical Director, RGA Reinsurance

The session will bring us up to date on the latest thinking around genetic testing, especially in the area of how regulators and
carriers will balance the need to safeguard the privacy of citizens with the need to safeguard the carriers against selection. We
will also discuss how major genetic technologies (e.g. whole genome sequencing, liquid biopsy) are most likely going to incor-
porated into routine clinical care with review of anticipated implications for the insurance industry.

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS
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WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS

Workshop 3

Specialty and Health – Much Ado About Small Groups: A Discussion of Change in the Wake of the ACA 
Michael S. McGrath, International Risk Consultants; Steve Schroeder, Dallas Risk Management & Christopher Chirico, PartnerRe
America Insurance Company

The small group health market has been constantly evolving since the grandfathering of polices ended. This session will give a
brief overview of where we’ve come, since that time, before moving on to an interactive discussion on where this market is
headed.

Dental/Disability – Co-sponsored by the Dental and Disability Committees
Chief Actuaries' View of the Group Business
Stu Shaw, Vice President, Core Market and Dental Lead, Guardian & Allan Corkum, FSA Pricing Actuary United Healthcare
Employer and Individual 

Discussion will focus on key trends in the market and associated actuarial implications. Topics include: Market Growth, Ben
Tech, and Broker Consolidation

Life – Opioids-Man Made Epidemic 
Robert (Bob) Coates, M.D., Swiss Re 

Presentation of various facts and research data about opioid users and their mortality risk and how that information is used to
underwrite insurance applicants.

Workshop 4

Dental/Specialty – Co-sponsored by the Dental and Specialty Committees
Understanding Employers Benefit Strategies in the Current Economy – We live in an ondemand world!
Michael McGrath – President & CEO International Risk Consultants and Dental/Specialty Committee, Members on Panel 

Interactive session discussing the Employer’s changing attitudes given current full employment and robust economy. Michael
will discuss how Employers are turning to ancillary carriers to solution for their benefit needs when they haven’t historically
considered the value as part of employee recruitment and retention. 

Disability – Leave Management 
Ross Masters, Director, Program Design & Pricing at Sedgwick 

Learn about the basics around Leave Management. Review the implications of installing a program; discuss incidence, data
analysis and services offered.

Life – Benchmarking and data analytics in the group insurance industry
Jason Cianchette, President, Group MarketShare (GMS) 

Group Market Share is a benchmarking and data analytics resource in the group insurance industry; Jason Cianchette, 
President, Group MarketShare will discuss the many uses of the Group MarketShare tool.
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WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS

Tuesday, May 21st
Workshop 5

Life – Our Increasing Reliance on Enrollment: Is There a Silver Bullet?
Chad Talbott, Underwriting Manager, Lincoln Financial Group; Jennifer Pierce, Benefit Technology Partner Management,
Lincoln Financial Group; Jeff Oldham, Senior Vice President, Benefit Focus; Liesl Turner, Senior Underwriting Consultant, 
Munich Re

A look at scenarios best suited for Automatic Enrollment, Open Enrollment and Third Party Reimbursements. Pitfalls to avoid
and trends that boost participation and protect the under-insured.

Disability – Tools for the Modern Underwriter
Brian Beckman, Director, Group Benefits, Met Life & Noel Kirsch, Sr. Director, Risk Management, Cigna

With shorter turnaround times and increasing activity/data, much is demanded of today’s underwriter. Learn what tools are
available to aid the efficiency of the underwriter along with best practices on how to manage data. 

Specialty and Health – What is the Rx for Escalating Drug Costs? 
Michael S. McGrath, International Risk Consultants 

Drug costs in the United States have exceed $400 billion dollars per year. Pharmacy costs are increasing an average of 9.1% 
annually while specialty drugs are increasing as much as 25%-30% annually. Specialty drugs account for less than 1% of all 
prescriptions, but account for 28% of all drug costs. At current trends, that number could be 50% by 2022. How did we get to
$400 billion annual spend on drugs? What is the Rx for this spending trend?

Workshop 6

Dental – Commercial Group Dental Trends and Industry Overview
Mary Flynn, Vice President of Dental Solutions UnitedHealthcare Employer & Individual & Allan Corkum, FSA Pricing Actuary
UnitedHealthcare Employer & Individual

Mary is a national expert in the commercial group dental marketplace and she will share her experience and insight into our
ever changing and challenging dental business. She will cover a wide range of topics from industry trends on economic 
influences, purchasing trends, benefit demands, regulatory impact, operating in a digital environment and emerging trends 
in access for dental care. Allan is UHC’s Ancillary Pricing Lead and an industry expert for over 20 years. Please join us for this
educational and informative session.

Disability – Augmenting Underwriting 
Curt Zepeda, Vice President, Underwriting, RGA Reinsurance & Won Chung, MD, Founder & Chief Medical Officer, Carrot Health 

In this session we will explore and discuss new data sources available along with potential use cases to improve
underwriting/risk selection. Insurance companies have continually searched for information to help improve pricing and risk 
selection; but honestly not much has changed regarding the inputs used to underwrite group Life and Disability business 
over the past 20+ years. However, new information is becoming available that shows promise to help refine, dare I say 
revolutionize, risk selection. Join us as we take a look into the future of underwriting.

Specialty and Health – Large Claim Medical Trends 
Margaret Peterson, Assistant Vice President, Medical StopLoss Underwriting Sun Life Financial 

Update on Large Claim Trend and claims/care management impact
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WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS

Workshop 7

Life – Quantify this!
Julianne Callaway, FSA, ACAS, MAAA, Vice President and Actuary, Strategic Research, Global Research and Data Analytics, RGA
and Cynthia Clement, Senior Data Scientist, Integrated Analytics, Munich Re 

Premature deaths from non-communicable diseases and chronic conditions continue to grow. In order to reduce these early
deaths, it is important to understand the impact of lifestyle behaviors on mortality experience. The opportunity to reduce
lifestyle related mortality through education and healthy living incentives is now more meaningful and data driven than ever
before. Presenters of this session will detail the impact of physical inactivity and smoking on mortality and morbidity. 
Discussion on various approaches insurers can use to encourage healthy behavior for insureds, and ways to track and verify
specific activities will be discussed including the use of IoT devices such as wearables, which gained popularity in the 
"Quantified Self" movement. They will also discuss how to incorporate information on wellness into the product development
process in order to enhance customer experience while improving risk selection.

Dental/Specialty – Co-sponsored by the Dental and Specialty Committees
The value (pros and cons) of bundling lines of coverage
Mary Flynn, Vice President of Dental Solutions UnitedHealthcare; Sandra Harris, RVP of Specialty Benefits UnitedHealthcare;
Allan Corkum, FSA Pricing Actuary, UnitedHealthcare Employer & Individual; Liz MarinerFord, Vice President of Risk Strategies
(Consultant); & Pete Kaczmar, Underwriting Manager  National Accounts & Key Partnering Relationships, Ameritas

An interactive panel session discussing the gaining momentum of bundling multiple products and providing bundling premium
discounts either with or without medical coverage. The sessions will address the positive and pitfalls of bundling and associ-
ated opportunities and challenges working for companies that offer different combinations of discounts. Discussion will focus
on emphasis and de-emphasis on selling and renewing multiple lines of coverage under a bundled approach.

Disability – Experience Rating 
Allyson Welsh, Director, National Client Group Underwriting, Unum; Rich Clement, VP of UW & Claims, The Smith Group &
Brian Beckman, Director, Group Benefits, Met Life

Many believe experience rating disability is as simple as plugging numbers into a program and looking for the result. The key 
to doing it successfully entails that an underwriter understands the components involved and how to interpret the results 
correctly. We will provide clear meaning on the factors involved in disability pricing, and what considerations would help you
make the right call on your cases.

Workshop 8

Disability – Trending  Paid Family Leave and More! 
Judy Buczek, Director Group Disability, Life and Absence, Guardian Life 

Discussion on what’s trending regarding state and federal Paid Family Leave Programs and the potential impact on Disability
product offerings. Touch on other topics impacting Disability - and tips on keeping up with the trends. 

Life – Let's Talk Shop
Jeff Chamberland, Risk & Underwriting Director, Cigna Group Insurance; Derrick Gayle, Director of Underwriting, The Hartford

The “Let’s Talk Shop” sessions are popular with members looking to discuss best practices; network with peers and ask 
questions of other members. General underwriting and industry topics are discussed through an interactive question and 
answer format. 

Dental – The Continued rise of Dental Service Organization (DSO): The Impact to Dental Insurers 
Steve Buege, Managing Partner, Armitage Advisors; Marc Milanowski, Managing Partner, Annex Advisory Group
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WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS

An interactive session discussing the gaining momentum and inroads into dental practices across the country on DSOs. Steve
and Marc monitor the dental service market. It’s no surprise that the proliferation of Dental Service Organizations is on the
rise. Their significant growth projections could stimulate a substantial control shift in the dental segment, which will have 
significant implications for carriers. This presentation will cover 1) The shift of Dental Care Delivery dynamics; 2) Market forces
accelerating the shift of DSOs and ultimately 3) The impact of DSOs trend on insurance carrier’s future strategy and offerings.

Workshop 9

Specialty & Health – ValueAdded Services for the Here and Now 
Casey Pursley, RGA & Dennis Cash, Ameritas 

Death, sickness, tooth ache, ID theft, legal problems, EAP’S - let’s face it, most employee benefit insurance and a good deal 
of the value-adds in the market are benefits that are accessed only when something bad happens. What if your insurance
product suite came with value added services offered alongside that are happily used? This session will explore 2 products 
that fit this description. One takes the disconnected details of a person’s life and organizes them into a life and legacy roadmap
for loved ones to follow while the other seeks to attract and retain top talent by helping to alleviate student loan debt. Both
provide immediate value and present a positive view on how people can engage with their benefits.

Disability/Life – Co-sponsored by the Disability and Life Committees
Is Two Really Better than One? Benefits and Pitfalls of Package Pricing 
Mark Higgins, Vice President Group Underwriting, Lincoln Financial; Kathleen Adams, Senior Underwriter, Zurich North America

The Life and Disability committees are pairing up to bring you a fast-paced discussion on the whole case / package pricing ap-
proach predominantly seen in the marketplace. The discussion will look to examine risk considerations, market behaviors, pric-
ing assumptions and other key aspects of pricing Life, STD, LTD, and fee based coverages. This session will be a mix of
presentation and group dialogue to better educate the audience around key considerations when evaluating and pricing multi-
ple lines of coverage.

Wednesday, May 22nd
Workshop 10

Disability – Let's Talk Shop
Gwen Stoveken, Director National Accounts Underwriting, Prudential and Mike Murphy, Director National Accounts, Hartford

Let’s talk shop is a great opportunity to join your peers and discuss Disability Underwriting and all of the fun that goes with it! This
session will be split into discussions related to large case underwriting and small to mid-size case underwriting.

General Session

Closing Speaker – Buckle Your Seatbelts: The ACA, Medicare For All, & Other Benefits Issues To Watch
James Slotnick, JD, AVP, Government Relations, Sun Life Financial U.S. 

As the constitutionality of the ACA once again hangs in the balance, the House poised to pass a single-payer healthcare bill, and Paid
Family & Medical Leave proposals being introduced around the country, we are entering a period of disruption for employee benefit
plans.  Join James Slotnick, AVP Government Relations with Sun Life, as he leads a “just the facts” discussion about what changes to
focus on, including:
• What the current ACA litigation could mean, why there is a possibility that either a portion or all of the ACA could be ruled uncon-
stitutional, and what that could mean for employee benefit plans
• Why the House could pass a single-payer healthcare bill and what that means for employer-provided health insurance today and in
the future 
• Why more Paid Family & Medical Leave proposals are likely to become law by 2020
• What the Department of Labor’s recent clarification around automatic enrollment could mean for disability plan enrollments
• How these employee benefit changes will shape both Democrats and Republican talking points heading into the 2020 election cycle
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NOT IF, BUT HOW

Risk expertise powered 
by digital intelligence

Munich Re Life US
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www.rgare.com

In today’s market, you need a partner that 

listens closely and thinks boldly, with the 

expertise to deliver solutions with vision 

and value. Whether you want powerful new 

underwriting tools, better product features 

and pricing, or structured financial solutions 

to optimize your capital, you can rely on the 

innovators at RGA. Because when it comes 

to managing risks and finding opportunities 

in the modern world, RGA thinks ahead of the 

curve so you can stay ahead of the game.
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16 of the industry’s top  
20 Group carriers use MIB  

to prevent anti-selection on  
their Voluntary / Supplemental  

business. Shouldn’t you?

 
Issue with Confidence with MIB. 

www.mibgroup.com/pvstudy

Contact info@mib.com to learn more.

Stop Anti-Selection 
in its Tracks

The MIB Checking Service is operated by MIB, Inc. 
for the exclusive benefit of MIB Group, Inc. members.www.RiskStrategies.com/healthcare

Risk Strategies, a top 20, privately held, national brokerage 
and con sulting firm, offers risk management advice, and  
insurance and reinsurance placement for stop loss, health 
care, life, disability, property and casualty, and employee  
benefits.
 
With one of the country’s largest teams of dedicated  
insurance and reinsurance professionals operating nationally, 
Risk Strategies offers clients best-in-class liability and risk 
management service that is focused, inte grated and responsive.
 
Negotiating the best coverage wins clients.  
Being a trusted advisor keeps them.

Contact us to learn more about our services.

Liz Mariner
T: 203.561.0997   
E: lmariner@re-solutions.net

Innovation in Risk Management  
It’s in our DNA  

Matt Smith
T: 206.359.0465   
E: msmith@re-solutions.net 

Innovation in Risk Management  
It’s in our DNA  

Join us on Tuesday, May 21st 
from 3:30 - 5:00pm on the Mills House Pool

Terrace for cocktails and hors d’oeuvres. 

Sponsored by:
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https://parkmgm.mgmresorts.com

May 1720, 2020
45th GUAA Annual Conference

Park MGM  Las Vegas, NV

Save The Date!
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Platinum Sponsor

Gold Sponsor

Silver Sponsor

Exhibitor

Event Sponsor

GUAA THANKS OUR SPONSORS AND EXHIBITORS

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

COMMITTEE CHAIRS & CO-CHAIRS

President  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Steve Ginsburg, Mercer

Vice President  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Joe Iannetti, Gen Re

Treasurer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Matt Clark, Munich Re US 

Assistant Treasurer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nathan Schwartz, Sun Life Financial

Co-Programming Director . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chris Howley, Swiss Re

Co-Programming Director . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mike Anderson, Sun Life Financial

Secretary  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Miriam Kaufman,  Hannover Re

Past President  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Shawn Dutremble, Willis Towers Watson

Dental  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Louis Flocco, UnitedHealthcare
Disability  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Judy Buczek, Guardian Life Insurance Company
Life . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Derrick Gayle, The Hartford
Life. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Leo Tinkham, Munich Re US 
Specialty and Health . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Christopher Chirico, Partner Re
Specialty and Health . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Michael McGrath, International Risk Consultants
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